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Abstract
Information Extraction (IE) is a rapidly growing field in natural language
processing in part because there is much data available through the Internet, and
much of the data, such as free text and semi-structured text, needs to be pre-
processed before computers can automatically understand them. The focus of this
thesis is in the area of IE systems. I first review background and prior work in IE. I
compare IE with full text understanding and with Information Retrieval (IR).
Furthermore, I introduce several basic learning methods and the evaluation metrics
used in IE systems. I also briefly describe IE related work resulting from the
Message Understanding Conferences [MUCs] as well as the HDDJTM Collection
Builder. Following this, I present two IE systems constructed as part of this research.
I then review transformation-based error-driven learning, a technique that is a
powerful learning method in the field of IE. I have used transformation-based erro!-
driven learning to discover patterns for extraction of thread conversation starts in
chat data. This outperforms a human expert approach based on the commonly
employed F p metric.
1
1 Introduction
A major goal of Artificial Intelligence is to use computers to understand
natural language. Much of the information in the world is expressed in natural
language, and the efficient use of this information poses a major challenge for
computer scientists. Following [Brill 97], there are five tasks in natural language
processing: Speech Recognition, Syntactic Analysis, Semantic Analysis, Textual
Information Access, and Machine Translation.
The focus of this thesis is Information Extraction (IE), which is a subtask of
Textual Information Access. Textual Information Access includes Information
Retrieval, Information Extraction, and full text understanding. Unlike full text
understanding, which can be considered still to be in its infancy, both Information
Retrieval and Information Extraction [Cardie 97] are popular research areas.
Compared to IR, researchers have concentrated more on IE recently. Currently,
many natural language processing applications contain an IE component. I discuss
IE in more detail in the following sections.
2 Overview of Information Extraction
In this section, I focus on background information for IE such as data sources,
learning methods, and evaluation metrics. First, I briefly explain what Information
Extraction is. After that, I compare Information Extraction to Information Retrieval
and full text understanding since these three tasks are similar to each other. Finally, I
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describe data sources, learning methods, and evaluation metrics at a high level. This
background will aid the reader in understanding the Information Extraction
applications described in later sections of this thesis.
2.1 Information Extraction
Research on Information Extraction (IE) has grown since the mid-eighties. The
task of IE systems is to extract features such as name or location, and relationships
among the features in a natural language text. IE is based on the existence of implicit
internal structures in natural languages. Researchers leverage such implicit structure
to build IE systems that convert unstructured information into specific features and
values. Table 1 shows a simplified example of extracted features and the features'
values.
Feature
Name
Height
Weight
Eye Color
Hair Color
Race
Feature Value
ALEXANDER F. TOMLD
SIX FEET TALL
WEIGHING 170 TO 180 POUNDS
BLUE
BROWN
WlllTE
Table 1: Extractedfeatures and their values
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2.2 Information Extraction vs. Full Text Understanding
Full text understanding requires that a computer understand natural languag~
text completely. It is a difficult task since natural language text is sometimes too
complex to be fully understood by people much less by a computer. According to
[Grishman 97] "Infonnation Extraction is a more limited task than full text
understanding". To mitigate the complexity, the scope of full text understanding is
narrowed down to Infonnation Extraction, Nonetheless, IE is still very useful for
applications in which users are only interested in specific features in a text rather
than the full text. For instance, if one only needs to know names in newspapers, it is
not necessary for a computer to understand entire newspapers. An IE system for
name identification can work very well for this particular application. In general,
Infonnation Extraction is an easier problem than full natural language understanding
since IE systems can ignore much of the infonnation in text.
2.3 Information Extraction vs. Information Retrieval
Infonnation Extraction is not Infonnation Retrieval (IR). [Smeaton 98] defines
IR as "the task of finding documents, usually text, which are relevant to a user's
information need." [Brin 98] describes the details of Google, which is one of the
best IR systems for the web. Just like Google, the output of an IR system is a subset
of documents that are relevant to a user's query. However, the goal of IE systems is
to extract pre-specified features from documents rather than the documents
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themselves. The extracted features are usually entered into a database automatically.
In short, IR is document retrieval while IE is feature retrieval. Figures 1 and 2 depict
the difference between IE and IR.
..
Documents A subsetofth! docurrents
Figure 1,' Information Retrieval
..
Uame Age
W illiatu 20-29
III .arlin 30 's
Documents Features from the documents
Figure 2: Information Extraction
[Adams 01] points out that "Both IR and IE are difficult because they must
overcome the ambiguities inherent in language." However, Information Extraction is
often more difficult than Information Retrieval because IE requires more detailed
knowledge about a document such as its organization, person, location, time, etc.
Furthermore, IE systems are often required to establish relationships between
features.
Full text understanding, Information Extraction, and Information Retrieval can
be viewed as three different types of Textual Information Access. All of them need
to understand documents in some manner, however, the degree of understanding
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needed to accomplish each task is quite different. Based on such differences, these.
three tasks can be separated into three distinct categories. Information Retrieval is in
the fIrst category; Information Extraction is in the second category, and full text
understanding is in the third category. The difficulty of Textual Information Access
increases from left to right in Figure 3.
More More
Information details Information details Full text
Retrieval ... Extraction ... understanding
.. ..
Figure 3: Relationship between IR, IE, andfull text understanding
2.4 Data Sources
The sources of data used in Information Extraction systems can be categorized
into three groups. Following [Eikvil 99], they are termed unstructured text (free
text), semi-structured text, and structured text. It is a precondition that IE systems
must have sufficient data to perform analysis. If the data source is not large enough
or not representative of the domain, IE systems cannot achieve good performance.
Usually, IE systems use different methods on different kinds of data.
2.4.1 Unstructured or Narrative Text
Unstructured text is just narrative text without explicit formatting. Sources
include newswire reports, newspapers, journal articles, electronic mail, etc. As
discussed in [Eikvil 99], the aim of Information Extraction research is to develop
systems that can capture meaningful features from free natural language texts. For
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instance, the text may be incident reports written by police officers, and the features
might be a suspect's name, his or her physical description, etc.
The rules generated by IE systems for narrative text are usually based on
domain object recognition, syntactic analysis, and semantic grouping. The rules or
patterns can be hand coded or generated from annotated training sets. After that, IE
systems apply the rules to new input to extract useful features and their values.
[Eikvil 99] makes an important point with respect to the state of the art in
saying "unrestricted natural language understanding is a long way from being
solved". Fully automatic information extraction from narrative text is still an open-
ended task.
Compared to hand coded results, the performance of automatic IE systems for
unstructured text is poor due to the fact that narrative text is often very complex.
However, IE systems can still provide useful outcomes on narrative text largely
because they depend on specified features that can have regular structure.
In Sections 4 and 5, I discuss the use of two types of unstructured text in IE
systems developed in my research. One comes from police reports, which are
available online [Fairfax]. The other is derived from chat logs such as Internet Relay
Chat [IRC] and American Online [AOL] Instant Messenger.
2.4.2 Semi-structured Text
As described in [Eikvil 99] "semi-structured text is often ungrammatical and
does not follow a rigid format. It sometimes does not contain full sentences either.
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Semi-structured text has a format in some sense, but the structure of th~ format is
imprecise compared, for example, to a relational database. As a result, both
grammatical approaches for narrative text and methods for structured text usually do
not work well for semi-structured texts."
The World Wide Web provides a greatnumber of semi-structured texts such as
HTML pages. HTML pages usually do not have a fixed number of tags, and tags
change from page to page. Furthermore, tags can have multiple parameters, and as a·
result a complex parser is needed to analyze HTML pages. The techniques used to
extract information from semi-structured texts such as HTML pages in general rely
on the use of wrappers [Eynon 02]. With the rapid growth of the Internet, the use of
,
wrappers has become an important research topic. This is, however, beyond the
scope of this thesis because my research involves IE from unstructured text.
2.4.3 Structured Text
Following [Peng], we define structured text as "the text in which the role of the
words is completely predictable from the structure of the document; e.g., a table, or
database." Since a computer can more easily understand structured text presented in
a database schema, IE research involving structured text is not as prevalent as
research on unstructured and semi-structured text.
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2.5 Learning Methods
There are many learning methods employed in IE. Generally, they can be
classified into five categories. If the input text for learning is annotated (i.e., labeled
in a training set), the learning falls into the 'supervised' category. Otherwise, if the
input text is unannotated, learning is termed 'unsupervised'. However, some
learning methods may belong to more than one category. For example,
transformation-based error-driven learning can be either supervised or unsupervised.
Our IE application on chat data is based on supervised transformation-based error-
driven learning. I discuss transformation-based error-driven learning and its
application on chat data in more detail in Section 6.
2.5.1 Knowledge Engineering
The first learning method employed in IE is termed knowledge engineering. In
this case, human experts construct rules for the system by hand using knowledge of
the application domain. The skill .of human experts plays a crucial role in the
performance of such systems. It is a time-consuming task to build such a system.
The system is also hard to maintain. However, most of the best performing systems
are hand crafted. In this approach, the computer system does not learn anything from
the data. It only implements what human experts have learned.
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Knowledge engineering has advanced to the point that commercial tools are
available. For example, there is a useful tool named AeroText that can make
knowledge engineering much easier.
"AeroText is a high-performance free-text· natural language processing
system, which includes a core knowledge base of compiled linguistic rules,
and an integrated development environm~nt combined with a graphical user
interface for the creation of additional linguistic rules. M&DS developed
AeroText as a powerful component technology to extract various entity types
and relationships including the names of people, organizations, dates,
locations, and telephone numbers." [AeroText]
One of the IE systems we have developed is based on this approach. I discuss
the details of the system in Section 4.
2.5.2 Supervised Learning
Since knowledge engineering relies on extensive human expertise, other
automated approaches have been developed. As noted, one such method is termed
supervised learning. The goal in supervised learning is to learn how to classify
instances in classes automatically. Supervised learning is well known as a
classification task. For example, if we want to build a system to help a person buy a
used car, we can choose a car's make, color, mileage, and year as features. For each
sample instance of a car, values are assigned to each feature. Each instance is then
labeled with a class. In the used car example, the classes might be 'buy' and 'do not
buy'. Together these instances and their class labels form a training set that is input
to a supervised learning scheme.
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There are many supervised learning schemes such as decision trees, decision
tables, classification rules, etc. As noted, transformation-based error-driven learning
can also be classified as a supervised learning method.
Supervised learning can be employed to convert training data (in the form of
an annotated corpus) into patterns without human expert help. This is an
improvement compared to the knowledge engineering approach. However
supervised learning is known to be dependent on the availability of a large amount
of manually prepared training data. Even though supervised learning saves human
expert time, it is still a time-consuming task to prepare the training data manually.
2.5.3 Semi-Supervised Learning
To deal with the still heavy reliance on human expertise in supervised learning,
another method termed semi-supervised learning is employed in IE systems. [Basu
02] describes semi-supervised learning as follows:
"Using semi-supervised learning, a system learns from a mixture of
labeled (annotated) and un~abeled data. In many applications, there is a small
labeled data set together with a huge unlabeled data set. It is not good to use
only the small labeled data set to train the system because it is well known
that when the ratio of the number. of training samples to the number of
feature measurements is small, the training result is not accurate. Therefore,
the system needs to combine labeled and unlabeled data during training to
improve performance. The unlabeled data can be used for density estimation
or preprocessing of the labeled data, such as detecting inherent structure in
the domain. In other words, the system extracts patterns from the annotated
data, and labels the unannotated data automatically using the patterns. As a
result, all data are labeled for the training."
Semi-supervised learning saves human effort while the performance can be as
good as the performance of a supervised learning technique.
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2.5.4 Active Learning
Active learning is another approach to solve the problems associated with
supervised learning. As described in [Thompson 99], active learning "identifies a
subset of the data that needs to be labeled with the participation of human experts.
After that, it uses this subset to generate classification models." One active learning
task described in [Cohn 94] is to "help users select suitable features in order to
minimize the number of examples the user must annotate. This task is called
selective sampling, which is significant in natural language'processing since people
usually like to annotate only the most important features iIi an abundance of text." In
general, active learning can reduce human experts' work annotating unlabeled text
while still maintaining accuracy.
If human experts use a system to help them select the unannotated text to label,
it is an active learning method. Otherwise, if they manually select the unannotated
text to label, or a small set of annotated text has already been identified, it is semi-
supervised learning.
2.5.5 Unsupervised Learning
In some situations, we might have data but not have labels for the data
available. It would seem that it would be difficult to extract meaningful information
from such data. However, it turns out that there are techniques for finding
regularities in data and creating a labeling scheme that captures these regularities.
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These are called unsupervised learning techniques because the algorithm works with
little or no labeled data. [Paliouras 99] summarizes this learning method as follows:
"The basic approach of unsupervised learning includes the following
steps. First of all, an unsupervised learning system is seeded with a couple of -
labeled facts or patterns. Next, the system searches a large unannotated corpus
for. new candidate patterns based on the seeds. After the new patterns are
found, the system can use them to uncover additional facts. The system then
adds the facts to the seed set. After that, the system is retrained based on the
new extended seed set. This process is repeated until no more patterns·can be
found."
2.6 Evaluation Metrics
Frequently used evaluation metrics are precision and recall. For many
applications, there are two sets of feature values. One is the. target set in the original
collection. We also call it ground truth. The other is the set selectedby the system.
We define TP (true positives) as the number of feature values in both target and
selected sets. The definition of TN (true negatives) is the number of feature values
that are neither in the selected set nor in the target set. The wrongly chosen feature
values in the selected set are called FP (false positives). The feature values in the
target set that were incorrectly not selected are called FN (false negatives). Figure 4
from [Manning 99] shows a diagram of TP, TN, FP, and FN. The definitions of
precision and recall are based on the diagram. Precision (P in Equationl) is
measured as TP/(TP+FP), and recall (R in Equation 1) is measured as TP/(TP+FN).
Both precision and recall are always between 0 and 1, inclusive. The higher the
precision and recall, the better the result.
13
TN
Figure 4: A Diagram ofTp, TN, Fp, and FN
One important property of the precision and recall metrics is that precision and
recall are inversely related, One generally has to trade off precision to .increase recall
and vise versa. For example, if one selects an entire collection of documents as a
result, the recall is 100%, but the precision would be very low. On the other hand, if
one only selects a few relevant documents, the precision will be high but the recall
low. Usually, a precision-recall curve is used to plot the tradeoff. The following
figure shows a sample precision-recall curve,
0.8
g 0.6
'iii
'Cj
£ 0.4
0.2
o
o 0.2 0.4 0.6
Recall
0.8
Figure 5: A Sample precision-recall curve
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Both precision and recall are important in assessing performance, and can be
combined into a single measure of overall performance. One way to do this is the F-
measure, which combines precision and recall using Equation 1 from [Rijsbergen
79]. The parameter pdetermines the relative importance of precision. When pequals
one, the weight of precision and recall are the same. If pis greater than one, then
precision becomes more important than recall. On the other hand, if p is less than
one, then recall becomes more important than precision. Using the F-measure, it is
easy to compare the performance of systems with different precision and recall. We
employ the F-measure as the scoring function in our transformation-based error-
driven learning for chat data as described in Section 6.
F fJ =
(f3 2 +
f3 2p
1 ) PR
+ R
Equation 1: F-measure
3 Related Work
Much work has been done in IE. In this section, I first discuss prior work
resulting from the. Message Understanding Conferences, which are well known for
evaluation of IE systems. Following this, I introduce the HDDJTM Collection Builder,
an IE tool used in our applications.
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3.1 Prior work
The government-funded Message Understanding Conferences [MUCs]
stimulated research in Information Extraction. There are five types of Information
Extraction tasks addressed by [MUCs] as depicted in Table 2. Please see Appendix
Tables 1 and 2 for tasks evaluated in MUC-3 through MUC-7.·The source of these
two tables is [MUCs].
NE The recognition of entity names, place names, etc.
Abbreviation DescriptionTyPe
Named
Entity
recognition
Coreference
resolution
Template
Element
construction
Template
Relation
construction
Scenario
Template
production
CO
TE
TR
ST
The identification of coreference relations among
entities
The discovery of descriptive information for NE
results
The identification of relations among TE entities
The fitness of TE and TR results in specified event
scenarios
Table 2: Types ofIE Tasks in the MUCs
There are several popular IE systems such as AutoSlog [Riloff 93], CRYSTAL
[Soderland 95], and PALKA [Kim 93]. [Collier 96] points out:
"The AutoSlog system uses annotated training dataset to generate features
from files in the Latin American terrorism domain. The CRYSTAL system
uses a similar approach in a hospital discharge reports domain. Also, the
PALKA system acquires linguistic patterns from a set of domain-specific
training texts and their desired outputs."
WordNet [Miller 90] is a good resource for IE systems since it maintains a
word hierarchy that allows a system to search dictionaries conceptually. For
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example, an IE system can calculate the semantic similarity between any two words
using WordNet. WordNet includes around 140,000 word forms. There are four word
categories and five possible relationships between any two words in WordNet. The
categories are nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. The relationships are
synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, meronymy, and entailment.
3.2 HDDJTM Collection Builder
The Collection Builder described in [Bader 01] is an Information Extraction
module in our.text mining software infrastructure, Hierarchical Distributed Dynamic
Indexing (HDDJTM) [Pottenger 01]. The Collection Builder consists of three
components: Field Extractor, Part of Speech Tagger, and Feature Extractor. Each of
them is briefly introduced in what follows.
3.2.1 Field Extractor
The Field Extractor handles many different input formats from diverse sources
such as HTML, XML, and narrative text. The Field Extractor is also flexible,
providing for example the user with the capability to extract only specific fields
from the original collection.
3.2.2 Part of Speech Tagger
The Part of Speech Tagger is an important component of the Collection
Builder. The tagger assigns English parts of speech to every word in the input text
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using the Brown tagset [Francis 82]. The tagger is a rule-based semantic tagger
based on [Brill 94]. The rules in the ta&ger are composed of Lexicon rules, Lexical
rules, and Contextual rules. The tagger applies the three different kinds of rules in
sequence (Lexicon, Lexical, and then Contextual) to create the final part of speech
tag for each word in the input text.
More specifically, Lexicon rules consist of a word and a list of the parts of
speech it is associated with. For example, "KIND NN JJ RB" is one of the Lexicon
. .
rules. The first element in the rule is the word to be tagged. The second element
(NN) is the part of speech tag to which the word most likely belongs. All the
remaining elements are the parts of speech tags the word can belong to. The tagger
first assigns the most likely tag. After that, the tagger uses Lexical and Contextual
rules to improve on this initial choice of tag.
The Lexical rules deal with roots of words and other internal properties that
indicate the usage of a word's part of speech. These properties could be suffixes,
prefixes, etc. For instance, if a word ends in "ful", it is expected to be an adjective.
There are around 134 Lexical rules of this nature in our IE system. Each Lexical rule
is applied in tum on words in the input text. A matched rule changes the part of
speech tag of the current word to a new tag that is more likely to be correct.
After the Lexical rules have been applied, the tagger uses the Contextual rules
to determine the final part of speech tag. Contextual rules actually reflect the inter-
word relationships between words. For example, a contextual rule may be: "If the
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previous word is 'a', the current word's part of speech tag is 'verb', and 'noun' is a
possible part of speech tag for the current word, then change the current word's part
of speech tag from 'verb' to 'noun'." There are approximately 220 Contextual rules
in our IE system. Each Contextual rule is applied in tum on words in the input text.
3.2.3 Feature Extractor
The Feature Extractor uses regular expressions to extract meaningful
infonnation (features) from the original collection. For example, the Collection
Builder can extract the longest English noun phrases from input text. The system
uses flex [GNU] to convert a regular expression to a C program. Flex is a tool for
generating programs that perfonn pattern matching (regular expression matching) on
text. The Feature Extractor is very flexible since we can add arbitrary code to handle
a match. The Feature Extractor is an example of the knowledge engineering
approach to IE.
4 An IE Application in Criminal Justice Info Systems
We recently completed a project for Lockheed Martin M&DS using
Infonnation Extraction techniques. We hamed the system "Infonnation Extraction
and Link Analysis in Criminal Justice Applications using HDDJTM". The goal of the
project was to help law enforcement agencies deal with enormous quantities of data
that must be processed and turned into useful infonnation. Our system is concerned
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with the automatic discovery of features and relationships in large textual databases
and thus can assist in the investigative process. Large textual collections exist in
police records in the form of report narratives, statements etc. that are ripe for the
development of textual mining and linguistic analysis applications.
Our approach employs knowledge engineering using unannotated data because
human experts determine the rules for feature extraction. Human experts study the
data to find features, and implement them as rules that can be understood by a
computer. Since the rules are very accurate, the system achieves excellent results. I
show the performance for each feature individually in Section 4.2.
4.1 Data
The data is drawn from incident reports obtained from the Fairfax County
Police Department [Fairfax]. There are approximately 1,200 cases in year 2001 and
527 cases in year 2000 available on this site. The table below summarizes various
features that would be of use to a police investigator working a new incident.
Time Victim Suspect: Person involved
The Day of Year Person involved • Name
The Day of Week • Name • Physical Description
Crime Type • Age • Race
Crime Location Investigator (Officer) • Age
Witness • Name • Height
• Name • Phone Number • Weight
• Age • Hair Color
• Eye Color
Table 3: Features That Can Be Extracted From Fairfax Police Reports
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4.2 Results of Information Extraction
Our initial focus was on extracting information (in the form of features and
their values) related to the crime type, time of occurrence, and the identification of
the suspect. In this section I give examples of the results we have obtained for some
of these features.
Time Recognition
The following are the results for the automatic extraction of times. We detail
both rules and expressions that are used to obtain the results. The performance of the
extraction techniques are measured in terms of precision and recall based on two
data sets, one for training and one for testing.
The time patterns that we detect include the following: prefix +number +AM
or PM. The prefix includes word patterns such as "AT', "ABOUT", "AFTER",
"SHORTLY AFTER", "JUST BEFORE", and "AROUND". For example, "ABOUT
2:30 PM" would be extracted as a time of crime occurrence.
The results of extraction in general are presented as a pair of charts depicting
precision and recall. In the results portrayed below for time extraction, we can see
that the training set consisted of 50 incident reports and the testing set consisted of
an additional different 50 reports. The test set is independent of the training set.
There is no overlap between any of the testing and training sets used in our
experiments.
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Actual
TP50 FPO
System
FN 1 TN 00
Precision Recall
100% 980/0
Table 4: Training result ofTime
Name Recognition
Actual
TP50 FPO
System FNO. TN 00
Precision Recall
1000/0 1000/0
Testing result ofTime
Name is a feature that is identified by a set of patterns, which are stated in
tenns of parts of speech, syntactic features and orthographic features. A preceding
title, a common first name, a suffix and/or a middle initial can identify personal
names. In general, last names are not a good handle to use in identifying personal
names because the number of different last names is quite large and includes many
general words. Because it is often problematic to disambiguate the usage of a last
name, our approach uses last name recognition only as a secondary factor in
identifying personal names.
There are a few key patterns that we identify as personal names. They include
such patterns as First Name + Last Name (e.g., JAMES BERLING) and First Name
+ Middle Initial + Last Name (e.g., ALEXANDER F. FERNANDEZ). Our name
lexicon that includes both first name list and last name list comes from [U.S. Census
90]. We also recognize names using both preceding titles and surrounding context.
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For example, the titles "OFFICER", "DETECTIVE", "LIEUTENANT", and
"MARSHAL" all identify police officers. Likewise, suspect names can reliably be
found in a surrounding context that includes words such as "ARRESTED",
"CHARGED" or "LOCATING".
Our system also employs a rich set of contextual rules that aid in the
identification of personal names. In all, we have implemented 59 such rules
(Appendix Table 3) that cover a variety of cases. The format of these rules is
straightforward: first, a part of speech tag is listed, followed by one of the tags
LNAME or FNAME. Next, the surrounding context is characterized. An example
rule is "NNPLNAME PREVTAG FNAME".
In this rule, NNP means a proper noun (e.g., London). The rules states "If a
word in the incident report is tagged as a proper noun but is preceded by a word with
the FNAME tag, change the current word's tag to LNAME". An example is "Jack
London" which initially is tagged as "Jack//FNAME Londonl/NNP", but after
application of this contextual rule, retagged as "Jack//FNAME Londonl/LNAME".
As depicted in Table ·5 we achieved testing set precision and recall of
approximately 90% for personal name recognition. In general precision and recall
results in this range are considered high quality, but due in part to the flexibility of
the system we have designed, these results can be improved with minimal effort.
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Actual
TP72 FPO
System
FN4 TN 00
Precision Recall
1000/0 94.7%
Table 5: Training result ofName
Physical Description Recognition
Actual
TP33 FP2
System
FN4 TN 00
Precision Recall
94.30/0 89.2%
Testing result ofName
The physical description of a suspect is key to proper suspect identification. As
a result, we have focused considerable effort on accurate extraction of several
features related to physical description. To guide us we have used the categories
identified in a standardized criminal incident report format provided by Lockheed
Martin consultant Officer PJ. Doyle. The features include the suspect's race or
ethnicity, age, height, weight, hair color, hair length, hairstyle and eye color. We
discuss our results for each of these features following.
RacelEthnicity Recognition
Race/Ethnicity categories include BLACK, HISPANIC, ASIAN, WHITE, and
MIDDLE EASTERN. The suspect's race often occurs after key words such as
"DESCRIBED AS" with a following comma. An example of a pattern that identifies
a suspect's race/ethnicity is "If the 2nd previous or 3rd previous word is DESCRIBED
and the current word is in the table of races, then the current word is tagged RACE".
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Other examples are "If the next word is COMPLEXION and the current word is in
the table of races, then the current word is tagged RACE" and "If DESCRIP and
any ofBLACK, HISPANIC, ASIAN, WHITE, or MIDDLE EASTERN are in the same
sentence then the matching word is tagged RACE".
In order to implement functionality capable of recognizing the above patterns
we introduced a new "RACE" tag. We also added the "RACE" tag to the list of tags
associated with the words "WHITE", "BLACK", "ASIAN", "IDSPANIC", and
"EASlERN" in the lexicon. The format of the XML output is exemplified as
follows:
<RACE>
WHITE
</RACE>
The results of training and testing are portrayed in the tables below.
Actual
System TP36 FP 1
FNO TN 00
Precision Recall
97.20/0 1000/0
Table 6: Training result of Race
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Actual
TP47 FP3
System FN1 TN 00
Precision Recall
94°!c> 97.9%
Testing result of Race
Age Recognition
It is also very important to identify the age of the suspect. Since age is often
expressed as a range, we record both the full text of the age description found in the
incident report, and if the exact age is not given, identify a numeric range associated
with the suspect's age. For instance, if the suspect is in his twenties, we output the
range 20 to 29 in the XML result file. This enables more precise matching when
police officers working a new case enter a new incident in the system.
There are four different patterns for age recognition. These include examples
such as "... in his mid twenties" and "in her late 30s". Other cases such as "...
about 30 years of age" and "between 10 and 15 years old" also occur regularly.
These kinds of age patterns are combined into a set of complex regular expressions
that achieve a high degree of precision in recognizing suspect ages. Appendix Table
4 shows all age patterns and the regular expressions based on the patterns. In order
to simplify matching by police officers working a new case, the XML output
precisely identifies the suspect's age:
<AGE>
19 TO 20 YEARS OLD
<YEARI>19<!YEARI>
<YEAR2>20<!YEAR2>
<!AGE>
The following tables depict the results of our experiments in extraction of
suspect ages. These results indicate that age can be recognized with 100% precision.
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Actual
System TP28 FPO
FNO TN 00
Precision Recall
1000/0 1000/0
Table 7: Training result of Age
Height Recognition
Actual
TP37 FPO
System
FN2 TN 00
Precision Recall
1000/0 94.80/0
Testing result of Age
Height is another important feature of a suspect's physical description.
Approximately one-third of the incident reports include this information. Although
not all of the extracted physical descriptions include height, it is still a useful feature
that we can use to match new incidents against existing incidents. There are six
height patterns that we have identified in ourtraining set. Each pattern is similar in
form to one of the following examples:
SIX FEET TALL
APPROXIMATELY SIX FEET TALL
FIVE FEET NINE INCHES TALL
BETWEEN FIVE FEET SIX AND FIVE FEET EIGHT INCHES TALL,
FIVE FEET TO FIVE FEET FIVE INCHES TALL
STANDING 6 FEET TWO INCHES IN HEIGHT
Per the methodology described previously we use complex regular expressions
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to recognize suspect heights. Similar to the age feature, the height feature requires
support for ranges of heights. Again, this simplifies matching of new incidents. The
output format of the height feature is as follows:
<HEIGHT>
FIVE FEET FIVE INCHES TO FIVE FEET TEN INCHES TALL
<FEET1>FIVE<lFEETl>
<lNCHl>FIVE<lINCHl>
<FEET2>FIVE<lFEET2>
<INCH2>TEN<lINCH2>
<!HEIGHT>
The results of our experiments to match height are displayed in Table 8. In this
case we achieved 100% precision and 100% recall.
Actual
System TP29 FPO
TN 00
Precision Recall
1000/0 100%
Table 8: Training result ofHeight
Hair Color, Length and Style Recognition
Actual
TP42 FPO
System
FN 0 TN 00
Precision Recall
100 1000/0
Testing result ofHeight
Hair color, hair length, and hairstyle form a set of features that can be useful in
identifying criminal suspects. As with several other physical description features,
we retain the original textual description of the suspect's hair. Similarly, we break
out the three sub-fields color, length and style to facilitate matching of new cases
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against the Incident Space. One issue that arose has to do with disambiguating
descriptions of human hair from animal hair. In fact we have not ascertained the
utility of recognition of non-human suspects. such as dogs and other animals but
leave this for future work.
To extract the information related to a suspect's hair we use a simple pattern
that includes a textual description that occurs between the words WITH or HAD and
HAIR. Examples include "...WITH BLACK HAIR", "...HAD SHORT BLACK
HAIR", and "... , BLACK HAIR". The output XML takes the form:
<HAIR>
HAS MEDIUM LENGTH BROWN WAVY HAIR
<LENGTH>MEDIUM<!LENGTH>
<COLOR>BROWN<lCOLOR>
<STYLE>WAVY<lSTYLE>
<!HAIR>
The precision of our hair feature extraction routines is 100% and the recall
about 90%. We had two false positives in training set. One of them is from a
description of animal (dog) hair; the other is from a description of facial hair. The
three false negatives were due to rare occurrences of complex descriptions. After
studying these cases we have concluded that all could be readily handled within our
framework. Table 9 summarizes our results.
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Actual
System TP 23 FP2
FN 0 TN 00
Precision Recall
92% 100%
Table 9: Training result ofHair
Eye Color Recognition
-
.-
Actual
TP29 FPO
System
FN3 TN 00
Precision Recall
100% 90.6%
Testing result ofHair
Although eye color may not often be considered for inclusion in a physical
description, it is relatively simple to recognize and has high performance in terms of
precision and recall. Patterns for recognizing eye color include Adjective + EYES
and EYES WERE +Adjective. The XML output format is exemplified as follows:
<EYES>
BROWN EYES
<COLOR>BROWN<lCOLOR>
<lEYES>
The results for eye color recognition are perfect with 100% precision and
100% recall as depicted in Table 10.
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Actual
System TPB FPO
FN 0 TN ex:>
Precision Recall
100% 100%
Table 10: Training result ofEye Color
Weight Recognition
Actual
TP20 FPO
System FNO TN ex:>
Precision Recall
100 1000/0
Testing result ofEye Color
The final feature we recognize, weight, has a regular form that can be readily
detected using our approach. Weight patterns are relatively straightforward and
performance is excellent as shown in Table 11. An example is the expression
"WEIGHING 170 TO 180 POUNDS". As with age and height, we employ two sub-
fields to express a weight range as necessary. The pattern we match includes the
textual string between the words "WEIGIllNG" or "WEIGHS" and "POUNDS".
Actual
System TP17 FPO
FN 0 TN ex:>
Precision Recall
100% 100%
Table 11: Training result ofWeight
Actual
TP33 FPO
System
FN 0 TN ex:>
Precision Recall
100°!c> 100%
Testing result ofWeight
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4.3 HDDITM Model Builder Incident Space Formation
After we extract features from police incident reports, we need to construct a
Criminal Justice Information System that uses· these features. Based on our existing
text mining infrastructure, the first step is to construct a knowledge base that we
term an Incident Space. In this section, I introduce the techniques for building an
Incident Space. In the following section, I describe a Criminal Justice Infoimation
System that incorporates Incident Spaces.
The Incident Space forms the knowledge base used by the lIDDITM Criminal
Justice Information System for search and retrieval of incidents. The key goal in
forming the Incident Space is to represent knowledge in a manner similar to the way
that a person would. People naturally associate various ideas, objects, etc. For
example, the term 'umbrella' invariably evokes the thought 'rain'. Likewise, a
police detective's conceptualization of a given modus operendi consists of several
associated actions, objects, etc. For this reason, the lIDDITM Incident Space is
composed of individual feature values and their associations. For example, the
height feature might take the value 5' 10" as pictured in Figure 6. Similarly, age and
weight are features that take on certain values in a given incident.
(;;:\
\V
Figure 6: Nodes in the Incident Space
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Although not pictured above, the Incident Space also represents associations
between feature values. HDDJTM employs a one-to-many mapping to associate each
feature value with a list of related feature values. The link between each pair of
values (e.g., 27 and 160-180 in the above example) is weighted, thereby creating
asymmetric measures of pair-wise similarity between values. The similarity is a
mapping from one feature value to another that quantitatively determines how
similar they are semantically. This reflects the usage patterns. of a given set of
feature values.. Some values commonly appear together - for example, the feature
values that make up a specific modus operendi would have high affinity for one
another because they would often be used together to describe the particular modus
operendi.
The Incident Space can be represented as an asymmetric directed graph in
which nodes are feature values and arc weights are similarity measures [Pottenger
01]. The HDDpM model building techniques used in this project are based on a
cluster function defined in [Chen 92] as follows:
Cl TIT • h (,V V) L;-l/ijkusterrrezg t~ j' k = ~
Li=l/ij
Equation 2: Weight between nodes in the Incident Space
These two equations give the formulae for the cluster weights (similarity) from
feature values Vj to Vk (the first equation above) and Vk to Vj (the second equation
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above). fij and fik are the product of frequency of occurrence of a given feature value
and its inverse incident frequency and are defined as follows:
(. =v(. x 10{!!...JJ t.J 'J V if
l j
Equation 3: Frequency ofoccurrence
Here N represents the total number of incidents in the collection, vfij is the
frequency of occurrence of feature value Vj in incident i, ifj is the number of
incidents (across the entire collection of N incidents) in which feature value Vj
occurs. The denominator of each cluster weight formula is the sum across all
incidents of fij and fik. The corresponding numerators of the cluster weight formulae
represent the sum of the co-occurrence frequencies of feature values Vj and Vk
across all incidents. In this application, fijk is defined in a similar manner as fij and
The next step in building the Incident Space is the grouping of feature values
into clusters. Each such cluster bears its own distinctive semantics. For instance, a
given modus operendi consists of several different feature values and their
relationships, and in this example the feature values would form a cluster or region
that represents the modus operendi. By clustering features in this fashion we focus in
on regions with unique semantics. We term these regions of semantic locality
[Bouskila & Pottenger 00].
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To achieve this clustering we employ an algorithm termed sLoc (an
abbreviation for semantic locality) [Bouskila & Pottenger 00]. sLoc partitions the
feature values in an Incident Space into many clusters. The computational core of
sLoc is based on an algorithm due to Tarjan [Tarjan 72]. Tarjan's algorithm uses a
variant of depth-first search to determine the strongly connected components of a
directed graph. This was the first algorithm to solve the problem in linear time, and
sLoc is linear in the maximum number of edges or nodes.
1---------------------
I
I
(0) Standardize weights in
the raw knowledge base
---------------~
01L ~ ~
(1) Prune the graph
Figure 7: sLoe algorithm
The steps in the application of sLoc are depicted' in Figure 7 drawn from
[Bouskila & Pottenger 00]. After standardizing the similarities (weights) in the
knowledge base, the fIrst step is to statistically prune the input graph. Arcs of weight
smaller than a certain threshold 't are virtually pruned. The second step is to employ
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Tarjan's algorithm to determine the strongly connected regions. The final step is to
discard singleton clusters.
After the clusters have been identified, existing incidents are mapped to the
clusters. In what follows, we briefly discuss the mechanism employed in this
mapping.
4.4 Incident to Cluster Mapping
To determine the similarity between a given cluster in the Incident Space and a
given (potentially unsolved) incident, the HDDJ.TM Model Builder calculates the
similarity between feature values in the· given incident and feature values
(represented as nodes) in the given cluster. The similarity is computed based on
Equation 4 where, n is the number of features selected from the incident, n ~ 1, Si is
the similarity between the ith feature selected and the cluster, lsi 5n, and Wi is the
weighting factor of the lh selected feature, lSi 5 n (see Section 4.5 for further
detail on the usage of the weighting factors in the graphical user interface).·
Equation 4: Cluster Similarity
There are three different matches that can occur between a feature value and a
node in a cluster. We term them perfect match, partial match, and no match. If the
value of a feature is exactly the same as a node's value, or the selected feature's
value is a subset of the value of one of the nodes in the cluster, then the match is
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perfect. In this case the HDDJTM Model Builder sets Si=1. In Figure 8, the Age
feature has a value 20-23, which is identical to a node in the cluster (Type 1) or a
subset (Type 2).
input value
•cluster node
Perfect Match Type 1
cluster node
Perfect Match Type 2
Figure 8: Match 1 - perfect match
If a node in the cluster partially covers a given feature's value or the value of
the node in the cluster is a subset of the value of the given feature, a partial match
occurs. In this case, the HDDJTM Model Builder assigns a value between 0 and 1 to
Si, non-inclusive. These two types of partial matches are exemplified in Figure 9.
input value cluster node
Partial Match Type 1
ilput vWe
~.~
Partial Match Type 2
Figure 9: Match 2 - partial match
If the selected feature's value has no overlap with a node in a cluster as
depicted in Figure 10, no match results. In this case, the HDDJTM Model Builder
assigns Si=O. An example is pictured in Figure 10.
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input value cluster node
e@
Figure 10: Match 3 - no match
4.5 HDDITM Incident Space Graphical User Interface
In addition to the IE and the Incident Space system, we need a user interface
for the Criminal Justice Information System. In this section, I discuss a user
interface that can match an unsolved case to existing incidents through the Incident
Space. There are four different operations supported: Query, View Cluster, Feature
Suggestion, and Refine. In what follows I give a detailed description of each of these
operations.
Query
Query is the basic and major function of the system. It matches the unsolved
case to existing incidents in the Incident Space through clusters created using sLoc.
There are several steps involved in the use of this functionality. First of all, the user
must select a time span since only the incidents in the selected time span are used in
the query. Next, the user selects several features. To select a feature, the user must
assign a value to a feature and set its weighting factor greater than zero. If the
weighting factor is zero or the feature value is null, the feature is not selected. In
addition, the weighting factor is a range between zero and nine. Zero means the
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feature is not used, and nine means the feature is the most important one. There must
be at least one feature selected before using the Query function. Finally, the user
,
clicks the Query button to activate the function. The output of the Query function is
existing incidents ranked by similarity with the unsolved case. Figure 11 depicts the
Gill used to execute a Query.
Figure 11: The User sInput ofa Sample Query
To give an example, suppose the user only selects two features, Crime Type
and suspect's Race. In this example, suppose the value of Crime Type is 'robbery'
and the value of Race is 'Hispanic'. The user inputs a three as the Crime Type's
weighting factor since in this example scenario we assume that he or she thinks the
Crime Type is not so important in the search. On the other hand, the user assigns an
8 as the weighting factor of Race because he or she is sure about the suspect's race.
(Race is one of the most accurate characteristics since it is easier to identify and
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feature is not used, and nine means the feature is the most important one. There must
be at least one feature selected before using the Query function. Finally, the user
clicks the Query button to activate the function. The output of the Query function is
existing incidents ranked by similarity with the unsolved case. Figure 11 depicts the
GUI used to execute a Query.
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Figure 11: The User's Input ofa Sample Query
To give an example, suppose the user only selects two features, Crime Type
and suspect's Race. In this example, suppose the value of Crime Type is 'robbery'
and the value of Race is 'Hispanic'. The user inputs a three as the Crime Type's
weighting factor since in this example scenario we assume that he or she thinks the
Crime Type is not so important in the search. On the other hand, the user assigns an
8 as the weighting factor of Race because he or she is sure about the suspect's race.
(Race is one of the most accurate characteristics since it is easier to identify and
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impossible for a suspect to change.) After the user clicks the Query button, the
output displayed in Figure 12 appears.
1100% robb... hisp... 20··29 5'6" 160-... black brown 1
200-... black brown 6
160-... brown brown 7
160-... black brown 2
160-... black black 8
160·... black brown 5
160-... black brown 4
100% robb... hlsp... 20--29 56
100% robb... hlsp... 20--25 5'6"
i 100% robb... hlsp... 20--29 6'1"
1100% robb... h~sP ... 20--29 5:6::
1100% robb... hisp... 20--29 5'6"
1100% carja... hisp... 20--29 5'6"
180-... white brown 12
27% carja... Asian 20·-23 5'7" 180-... white black 13
27% carja... black 20-·29 5'6"
27% carja... Asian 20--23 5'6"
160-... black brown 3
160-... black brown 9
127% carja... Asian 20--23 5'7" 160-... black brown 10
180-... black brown 11
,0% fraud Asian 20--23 5'7" 180-... white brown 14
Figure 12: Output Table ofthe Sample Query Ranked by Similarity
By analyzing the output, the user learns that the fIrst seven existing incidents
are 100% matched to the unsolved case. However, the user may note that the second
incident doesn't exactly match the unsolved case because its Crime Type is
,'carjacking' rather than 'robbery'. The reason for the match is that our Incident
Space connects 'robbery' and 'carjacking' together automatically based on the sLoc
partitioning algorithm. We discuss this functionality in what follows.
View Cluster
In Figure 13, the user can see that the unsolved case matches 100% to a cluster
in the Incident Space since its Crime Type and Race are a perfect match to the
cluster. Furthennore, the first seven existing incidents also match 100% to the
cluster. Note, however, that there are two values of Crime Type in the Incident
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Space cluster. Thus, the second incident in Figure 12 is also a 100% match to the
cluster. The final similarity between the unsolved case and an existing incident is the
product of these two similarities: unsolved case to cluster and cluster to existing
incident. Therefore the final similarity is also 100% (100% * 100% =100%). That's
why the second incident in Figure 12 has 100% similarity even though its Crime
Type is different from the unsolved case. In this example, the suspect may be the
same person who committed different crimes, 'robbery' and 'carjacking'.
Figure 13: View Cluster ofthe Sample Query
If the user is interested viewing the details of an existing incident, he or she
can select the case from the output table depicted in Figure 12 and browse or print
the original incident report. Figure 14 shows a screenshot of this functionality.
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FAIRFAX COUNTY POLICE DEPARTMENT
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICE (703) 246-2253
AIRFAX COUNTY POLICE ARE INVESTIGATING A ROBBERY THAT OCCURRED AT THE
-ELEVEN STORE LOCATED AT 6545UTTLE RIVER TURNPIKE IN THE L1NCOLNIAAREAABOUT
2:30 AM FRIDAY. A 22 YEAR OLD ALEXANDRIA AREA EMPLOYEE WAS APPROACHED BY TWO
EN WHO DEMANDED MONEY. SHE RELINQUISHED AN UNDISCLOSED AMOUNT OF CASH
o THE MEN LEFT. NO ONE WAS INJURED. THEY WERE DESCRIBED AS BLACK, IN THEIR
D TWENTIES, BOTH WERE FIVE FEET EIGHT INCHES TALL, WITH MEDIUM BUILDS, BLACK
AIR AND CLEAN SHAVEN. THEY WERE BOTH WEARING BLACK PANTS AND BLACK COATS.
NYONE WITH INFORMATION ABOUT THE INCIDENT OR THE SUSPECTS INVOLVED IS ASKED
o CALL POLICE AT (703) 691-2131.
Figure 14: To View or Print the Original Incident Report
Figure 15 depicts the flexibility of the Gill. The user can view the matching
incidents in different ways. The user can sort the output by any column in
descending or ascending order. Furthermore, the user can flexibly reorder the
columns. He or she only needs to drag the selected column to the desired position
and then drop it off. Sometimes the user may be only interested in a few features. He
or she can group all of the selected features together to easily see the results. Figures
12 and 15 give different views of the same results.
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8
2
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14
1
11
13
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black brown
brown brown
black black
black brown
black brown
black brown
black brown
black brown
black brown
black brown
white brown
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black brown
robb ... 100% hlsp... 20--29 5'6" 160-...
robb ... 100% hlsp... 20--29 5'6" 160-...
carja ... 27% black 20--29 5'6" 160- ...
robb ... 100% hisp... 20--29 6'1" 160-...
fraud 0% Asian 20--23 5'7" 180-...
i carja ... 27% Asian 20--23 5'7" 160-...
,robb... 100% hlsp ... 20--29 5'6" 160- ...
irobb ... 100% hlsp... 20--29 5'6" 200- ...
Irobb ... 100% hlsp... 20--25 5'6" 160-...
Icarja ... 100% hlsp... 20--29 5'6" 160-...
Icarja ... 2 % Asian 20-- 3 5'7" 180- .
I'£_~rja:~~ ~7'% _ASJ~-!i:'= 20-:--235'7" 1 80- ..carja ... 27% Asian 20--23 5'6" 160-.:.Icarja ... 27% Asian 20--23 5'7" 180- ...
Figure 15: Documents are Sorted in Ascending Order ofCrime Type
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Missing Value Suggestions
Sometimes the user only knows a few of the features' values. He or she may
want to know other feature values that frequently co-occur with those selected. The
Missing Value button causes the system to fill in the values of other features based
on the best matching cluster in the Incident Space. These values co-occur with the
input features' values most frequently. Initially, the weighting factors of these
features are zero. That means if the user clicks the Query button, nothing will
change. If the user is interested in the suggested features, he or she can assign
weighting factors to those features and use the Query function. This capability may
help the user choose the input features and get better search results since the
suggested values of the features match the unsolved case to a cluster in the Incident
Space.
Figure 16: Missing Value Suggestion
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Refine
The Refine function is designed to compare an unsolved case with existing'
incidents directly without the use of clusters in the Incident Space. After the
comparison, the system removes existing incidents that do not exactly match the
unsolved case. It works like a filter. The user can use it to narrow his or her search
results. In addition, the user can use the Refine function repeatedly until only a few
existing incidents remain in the output. Figure 17 depicts a Refine result based on
the example in Figure 16. There are 14 existing incidents in the output table in
Figure 15. After using the Refine function, only the seven existing incidents that
perfectly match the input unsolved case are left in the output display.
Figure 17:Refine Results.
4.6 Summary of the Project
We have implemented a sophisticated yet flexible technique to extract features
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relevant to investigators' needs. We have obtained excellent results for the extraction
of time, name, and six features related to physical description. In the following
section, I turn to another IE application conducted as part of this research.
5 An IE Application in Monitoring Chat Conversations
In this section, I discuss an IE application on chat data. The ephemeral nature
of human communication via networks today poses interesting and challenging
problems for information technologists. It has been estimated that over 430 million
instant messages are exchanged each day on the America Online network. Although
a not insignificant fraction of such data may be temporarily archived (e.g.,
newsgroups), no systematic mechanisms exist for accumulating. these artifacts of
communication in a form that lends itself to the construction of semantic models. In
this section, I report our preliminary findings in identifying threads of conversation
in multi-topic, multi-person chat-rooms. The results are based on the knowledge
engineering approach. In the next section, I discuss the use of transformation-based
error-driven learning to perform supervised learning of thread starts.
5.1 The Goal of the Application
Central to our efforts is the development of a computational approach to
understa~ding social and semantic interactions in textual mediums. Thus, we are
interested in answering questions such as "What topics are being discussed in a chat-
room?" "Who is discussing which topics?" and "Who is interacting with whom?"
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The objective of our research is to develop technology that can automatically
identify such patterns of interaction in both social and semantic terms. We focus on
a concentrated subtask, which is to develop a high-precision technique for
identifying and extracting items or topics from chat-room conversation.
Chat-room conversation has been identified as "the" communication medium
of interest due to its increasing popularity and the need for research in the area. The
estimated 430 million daily instant messages on AOL's network alone provide a
treasure trove of knowledge. Chat conversation is radically different from various
other mediums due to its often~informal nature. Existing text mining techniques rely
on more structured, formal corpuses containing research papers, abstracts, reports,
etc. Approaches toward understanding the dynamics of chat conversation are
limited, and, as usage grows, the need for automated analysis increases. Due to the
dynamic nature of chat conversations, dynamic modeling of social interactions and
their contextual topics is a genuine research challenge.
The social and semantic relationships extracted from chat conversations can
lead to a better understanding of human relations and interactions. Models can be
used to understand social clusters and conversational content automatically, a
process otherwise involving a significant commitment of manual labor.
5.2 Data Source: Chat Data
Chat conversation in a chat medium flows and is intertwined as if there were
multiple threads of conversation. Often, at a given instant, there actually are
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multiple conversations simultaneously occurring that result in multiple threads
interweaving. Even the participants in chat conversations have trouble identifying
speakers and remembering who said what when. It has also been shown that within a
particular room or channel, there are often multiple conversations or. 'threads' going
on at the same time, and a single user often participates in multiple threads at the
same time. After studying chat data carefully, we decided to classify topics in chat
conversation as threads. We have developed techniques to find the start of each
thread, and then assign individual postings to the thread starts. Actually, we are
splitting a chat conversation into smaller and purer subconversations, which are
termed threads.
5.3 Approach
Our methodology starts by taking individual postings within the conversation
and classifying them as either thread starts (the beginning of a topic) or non-thread
starts. Our goal is to process each non-thread start and attach it to its appropriate
thread-start. In what follows we discuss our techniques for identifying thread starts
and the validation of this approach based on our experimental results.
5.3.1 Patterns in Thread Starts
Our method for identifying thread starts relies on certain relevant patterns,
developed by human experts studying sampled chat conversations for common
occurrences in thread starts. Most individual patterns do not indicate a thread start,
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but in combination with various others they do. Our technique utilizes two
categories of patterns. The first is a set of patterns used to positively identify thread
starts, which we call positive patterns. The other is a group of negative patterns,
which are used to identify non-thread start posts. Negative patterns purify positive
pattern results because the system can exclude negative pattern results (non-thread
starts) from the positive pattern results (thread starts candidates).
Positive Patterns
Positive patterns were developed by expert human observations on common
characteristics of thread starts. For instance, the most common manner of starting a
new thread is by asking a question. Other participants in the chat forum respond,
and a conversation develops. Our approach currently has eight unique positive
patterns overall (Table 12).
Chat users often start new threads of conversations by greeting someone or
using an attention getter such as "hi", "hey", etc. They then follow with a topic
directed at the person whose attention they are trying to obtain. Another manner to
start a new thread is by addressing an individual with their name. Each method is
represented by a positive pattern that covers all occurrences.
One positive pattern usually isn't enough to classify a posting as a thread start.
Our methodology emphasizes combinations of patterns to determine thread starts.
Postings such as "don't you like that movie?", "Bob that is interesting", and "hey I
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like that" fit a positive pattern but are not thread starts; they are instead somewhere
within the conversational thread.
Pattern Description Attribute
Number
1. A single question mark is the last character in a Positive
posting
2. "Who, what, when, where, how, why" is a single Positive
word anywhere in a posting.
3. A single question mark anywhere in a posting Positive
4. One of "Do Did Does Are Is Were Was Shall Positive
Can Could Would Have Had Has" is a single
word in anywhere of a posting
5. There is a NAME in the posting Positive·
6. One of "hi, hey, yo, hello" is the beginning of a Positive
posting
7. One of "hi, hey, yo, hello" is followed by at least Positive
one other word in a posting
8. There is at least one "..." in a posting Positive
9. "he" is a single word in anywhere in a posting. Negative
10. "she" is a single word in anywhere in a posting. Negative
11. "him" is a single word in anywhere in a posting. Negative
12. "her" is a single word in anywhere in a posting. Negative
13. "it" is a single word in anywhere in a posting. Negative
14. "they" is a single word in anywhere in a posting. Negative
15. "them" is a single word in anywhere in a posting Negative
16. "those" is a single word in anywhere in a posting Negative
17. "these" is a single word in anywhere in a posting. Negative
18. "this" is a single word in anywhere in a posting. Negative
19. One or no words in a posting Negative
20. Only two words in a posting Negative
21. Only three words in a posting Negative
Table 12: Patterns Identifying Thread Starts
Our approach relies on the fact that combinations of these patterns usually
indicate a thread start. For example postings that include a name and pose a
question such as "Hi Bob, did you like that movie?" or "Joe, where did you go for
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vacation?" are more likely thread starts. They indicate a new topic that most likely
will be the'subject of various postings, thereby creating a thread.
Negative Patterns
Positive patterns aren't enough to accurately identify thread starts. Employing
solely positive patterns results in many false positives - i.e., postings identified as
thread starts that really aren't. Consequently, our methodology also utilizes negative
patterns to prune the false positives from the positive pattern results.
Negative patterns are based on characteristics observed by human experts as
lacking in thread starts, or characteristics in postings that aren't thread starts. At
present we've developed two general types of negative patterns that are divided into
13 subpatterns (see Table 12). Some of them are used to identify postings with
anaphoric relations, such as "that", "she", "he", etc. These postings employ the
anaphoric relation to refer to content previously mentioned. They are rarely used to
begin new threads, but rather continue previous ones.
The second general type of negative pattern relates to posting length. If a
posting is short, it usually doesn't indicate a thread start. Thread starts are longer
postings since they may introduce a new topic to which participants respond. For
example, short responses such as "yeah", "I agree", "yes", "no", etc. are used to
reply to an existing thread, not to begin a new one. As noted, this approach prunes
the positive pattern results of false positives.
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5.3.2 Regular Expressions in Pattern Recognition
Our approach to recognizing the patterns discussed above involves the use of
finite state automata in the form of regular expressions. We have developed an
algorithm that utilizes regular expressions to implement the patterns automatically
and to extract posting numbers that match the patterns. We use the HDDJTM
Collection Builder to implement the algorithm. At this stage we are only employing
patterns that can easily be implemented as regular expressions matched against a
single posting. For example, the regular expression for the pattern "A single
question mark is the last character in a posting" is {ALPHANUMSYMj*"?", where
ALPHANUMSYM is any character.
5.3.3 Combinational Pattern Matching
Once results of regular expression matching have been generated, our
methodology uses an algorithm to create various combinations of patterns. The
algorithm creates combinations of sizes 1 to N, where N is the total number of
patterns. For example, listed in Table 12 are 21 patterns. The combination program
creates all the combinations of size 1, 2, 3, ...N possible from these 21 patterns.
n choose s =nl / (s!*(n-s)!)
Equation 5: The Number ofCombinations
The number of combinations possible is "n choose s", where n is the number
of patterns, and s is the size of the combination. Thus, for the 21 patterns in Table
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12, the total number of combinations would be (21 choose 1) + (21 choose 2) + (21
choose 3) +... + (21 choose 21), or approximately 2 million combinations.
In each combination, positive and negative patterns are combined separately.
Then the set of all combined positive patterns is pruned by the set of all combined
negative patterns. In Section 5.4 following, I discuss which pattern combinations
work best for detecting thread starts.
5.4 Results
Chat conversations are often dissimilar, with a wide range of participants, and
the conversational topics may be focused or fragmented and are often changing
rapidly. In order to obtain preliminary results to validate our methodology, we
applied it to two different chat conversations with different styles. The fIrst was a
slightly focused conversation (topics changed, but during discussion, conversation
was focused) on AOL Instant Messenger (AIM) between three researchers; it
consisted of approximately 500 postings and is referred to as Data Set 1. The
second sample was a larger, unfocused AIM conversation with a total of 12
participants and is referred to as Data Set 2.
Table 13 depicts the results of individual patterns and their precision, recall
and true positives in identifying thread starts. If a pattern has relatively high
precision and recall, it is considered a positive pattern. Negative patterns are those
with low precision and recall since they are used to prune the postings that
incorrectly matched positive patterns. It is interesting to note that although we
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initially classified pattern 18 as a negative pattern, in fact, it has the characteristics
of a positive pattern. In future experiments we use pattern 18 as a positive pattern
and compare the resulting precision and recall.
Pattern Precision Recall TP
Number
1. 28.57 22.53 16
2. 23.52 16.9 12
3. 28.07 22.53 16
4. 26.31 7.042 5
5. 41.66 14.08 10
6. 40 5.63 4
7. 50 5.63 4
8. 28.57 2.81 2
9. NONE 0 0
10. 0 0 0
11. 0 0 .0
12. NONE 0 0
13. 7.40741 5.63 4
14. 14.28 1.4 1
15. 0 0 0
16. NONE 0 0
17. 0 0 0
18. 54.54 16.9 12
19. 2.830 4.22 3
20. 8.333 5.63 4
21. 10.52 8.45 6
Table 13: Precision and Recall ofAll Patterns
Table 14 depicts some of the highly ranked combinational precision and recall
results. It is interesting to note that most of the high performance combinations
include either pattern 1 or 3, both a means of identifying a question. Both of these
patterns have the highest recall in Table 13.
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Patterns combined
01 06 10 12 13 14 17 19 20 21
01 03 06 10 12 13 14 17 19 20 21
01 03 06 07 10 12 13 14 17 19 20 21
03 07 09 10 12 13 14 17 19 20 21
01 02 04 05 06 08 10 17 19 20 21
01 02 03 04 05 06 08 10 17 19 20 21
01 02 04 05 06 08 14 19 20 21
Precision Recall
47.4286 35.9307
47.4286 35.9307
47.4286 35.9307
47.3988 35.4978
35.0685 55.4113
35.0685 55.4113
35.2778 54.9784
35.2778 54.9784
Table 14: Highest Precision/Recall Combined Patterns
In presenting our results we chose to average precision and recall values of all
combinations produced. The averaged results are broken down further by the nature
of the combining operator. Since both logical AND and logical OR have .been
employed, four combinations of operations are possible: the AND of the positive
patterns filtered by the AND of the negative patterns; the AND of the positive
patterns filtered by the OR of the negative patterns; the OR of the positive patterns
filtered by the AND of the negative patterns; and the OR of the positive patterns
filtered by the OR of the negative patterns. These four possible experiments are
identified as Cl, C2, C3 and C4 respectively in what follows.
By employing this approach, we can identify not only the optimal combination
of individual patterns but also the optimal. operators to use in combining patterns.
Figure 18 displays the average precision and recall results for these four
experiments. Results wen~ grouped into intervals of 10%. For each point plotted on
the graph, values were calculated by averaging precision and recall for entries within
the interval.
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Three conclusions can be drawn from Figure 18. First, C4 appears to have
.
better performance than Cl, C2 and C3.. Although Cl and C2 initially have higher
precision, precision decreases rapidly as recalls increases. After a 15% increase in
recall, all four curves reach an approximately equal precision level. In contrast,C4
results in relatively good levels of recall while maintaining precision. This seems to
indicate that the logical OR of the positive patterns combined with the logical OR of
the negative patterns yields the highest performance overall.
Secondly, the four logical operator combinations are clearly divided into two
groups for low values of recall. Both Cl and C2 initially have higher precision than
C3 or C4. Since these groups differ in how positive patterns are combined (Cl and
C2 use a logical AND while C3 and C4 use a logical OR), it seems that the logical
operator used to combine positive patterns affects the results to a greater degree than
the logical operator used to combine negative patterns.
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Figure 18: Precision-Recall Curve
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It is also notable that Figure. 18 displays the expected inverse relationship
between precision and recall as exhibited by the rough hyperbolic nature of the
resulting curves. This confirms the general nature of our results given the common
knowledge of this phenomenon in the Information Extraction field.
5.5 Summary
We have successfully developed an approach to identifying thread starts, the
locations within complex multi-person, multi-topic chat conversations at which new
conversational threads begin. "Results thus far have exceeded our initial expectations
and serve as motivation for further research. After combining patterns semi-
automatically, we find intriguing the prospect of using a transformation-based error-
driven learning method to generate combinations of patterns fully automatically.
This can result in an optimal combination of patterns according to the logical AND,
OR, and NOT operators. I discuss transformation-based error-driven learning in
what follows.
6 Transformation-based Error-driven Learning In IE
When we prepared rules for features in police incident reports and chat data,
we found that it was possible for systems to generate some of the rules automatically
using a·transformation-based error-driven learning method. For example, we can use
this learning method to find useful Contextual rules for Name recognition. The
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method is similar to the technique used in Brill's part of speech tagging [Brill 94]. I
briefly introduce transformation-based error-driven learning in the following section.
6.1 What is Transformation-based Error-driven Learning?
Figure 19 from [Brill 94] depicts the process of transformation-based error-
driven learning. [Brill 94] explains the process as follows:
"First, unannotated text is passed through the initial-state annotator. The
initial-state annotator can range in complexity from assigning random structure
to assigning the output of a sophisticated manually created annotator. Once
text has been passed through the initial-state annotator, it is then compared to
the truth (as specified in a manually annotated corpus), and transformations are
learned that can be applied to the output of the initial state annotator to make it
better resemble the truth."
UNANNOTATID
TEXT
I
INfflAL
STATE
\
ANNOTATED
TEXT
LEARNER
TRUTH
RULES
Figure 19: Transformation-based Error-driven Learning
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Transformation-based error-driven learning uses a greedy algorithm in the
learner. At each iteration of learning, many different transformations are found. The
transformation whose application results in the best performance (e.g., the highest
score of a scoring function) is chosen. The transformation learned is then added to
the set of output rules, and the annotated text (training data) is updated via the
application of the transformation.
To implement a special application of transformation-based error-driven
learning, one must specify the following: 1) the initial-state of an unannotated input
text; 2) templates to find new transformations; and 3) the scoring function for
measuring the results of different transformations. As noted, the score of the
function determines which transformation will be chosen at each iteration.
6.2 Learning Thread Starts
As described in Section 5, we have manually identified useful patterns for
thread starts and our goal is to combine them together to get better overall
performance. By studying the combiriations of the patterns reported in Section 5, we
found that we could apply transformation-based error-driven learning to learn thread
starts.
We first define the three key components of our transformation-based error-
driven learning approach with respect to pattern combination. Our unannotated text
is the postings from the raw chat data. A 'true' tag means the posting is a thread
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start. Otherwise, it is tagged 'false'. Our transfonnation-based learning components
must complete each of the tasks outlined in what follows.
6.2.1 Initial-state Annotator
The initial-state annotator tags every post 'false'. The tag of each post can be
changed by transformations later during learning. Actually, the initial state is not so
critical in transformation-based learning. The annotator can use virtually any method
to assign initial tags to postings as long as the method can be reused with new
datasets. We label each posting 'false' because this is the simplest way to proceed.
6.2.2 Templates for Discovery of Transformations
The templates we use to learn transformations are logical operations that
combine a newly selected pattern with previously selected patterns. There are three
logical operations (AND, OR, NOT) that can be used to combine patterns.
Therefore, we have three different combinations for each new pattern. For example,
suppose in the previous iteration of learning we had labeled postings {2,4,5,6} as
thread starts. Further suppose that a new pattern identified postings {1,2,3} as thread
starts. If we use AND to combine the results, we get {2}. If we use OR for the
combination, we obtain {1,2,3,4,5,6}. If we apply NOT, we have {4,5,6}. The
learner automatically chooses the logical operator that maximizes our scoring
function. The templates for defining transfonnation rules are described in what
follows.
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Templates
We have developed six templates to date:
1. A word W in the training set appears in the current posting, where W is a single
English word.
2. A word W in both the training and test datasets appears in the current posting,
where W is a single English word.
3. A punctuation mark in the punctuation list appears in the current posting.
4. A part of speech tag in the tag list appears in the current posting.
5. The current posting's length (the number of words) is 1or 2 or 3.
6. The current posting's length (the number of words) is greater than or equal to a
heuristically chosen constant.
These templates are instantiated using features present in the input text.
6.2.3 Scoring Function
Our scoring function is the F ~ -measure that combines precision and recall
(Equation 1) with 13 = 1. The precision and recall of each pattern is calculated as
follows. First, we apply templates to the chat data to generate rules for the thread
starts. We then compare the result to the ground truth to obtain the precision and
recall of the pattern, from which we compute F ~. In a given iteration of the leamer,
the rule that reduces error most is output.
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6.2.4 Discussion
There are several interesting results displayed in Tables 15 and 16. It is clear
that the combinations of patterns detected automatically in transformation-based
error-driven learning are significantly better than either the combinational or single
pattern results. However, the results depicted in Table 15 are training accuracy
(which should be high). As a result, in this section, I discuss overfitting, cross-
validation, best templates, and comparison of automatic and manual methods of
combining.
Methods Precision % Recall % F-measure Training
(13 =1) Time
The best single pattern 32.9218 34.632 33.755· < 1 second
Manual combination 45.6621 43.29 44.4444 5 hours
Transformation-based 78.9883 87.8788 83.1967 8 minutes
learning
Table 15: Comparison ofthree different approaches
As can be seen in Table 16, the test results are much poorer than the training
result if we use the rules from template one. Obviously, transformation-based error-
driven learning is overfitting. After we narrow down the size of the word list used to
instantiate rules from the templates, the overfitting is not as bad (Table 16 Row 2). If
we remove template one and template two, our results are much more stable.
Therefore, we think the major reason for the overfitting is that there are too many
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words (features) used to generate regular expressions from the templates. Cross-
validation is also poor as seen in Appendix Table 9, confIrming this result.
Training (Data set 2) Test (Data set 1)
Precision Recall Function Precision Recall Function
(~ =1) (~ =1)
Word 81.0078 90.4762 85.4806 24.3902 28.169 26.1438
Shared word 42.8571 81.8182 56.25 29.5918 40.8451 34.3195
Punctuation 30.1176 55.4113 39.0244 24.5283 36.6197 29.3785
Tag 32.1429 66.2338 43.2815 16 5.6338 8.33333
Length 24.4444 57.1429 34.2412 28.2609 54.9296 37.3206
Word and 82.3293 88.7446 85.4167 27.2727 25.3521 26.2774
punctuation
Punctuation 32.1649 67.5325 43.5754 17.8571 7.04225 10.101
and tag
Word, 82.0408 87.013 84.4538 28.5714 25.3521 26.8657
punctuation
and tag
Punctuation 26.6871 75.3247 39.4111 27.9221 60.5634 38.2222
and length
Punctuation, 40.8497 54.1126 46.5549 26.9841 23.9437 25.3731
tag, and
length
Word, 59.8592 73.5931 66.0194 24.5614 19.7183 21.875
punctuation,
tag, and
length
Table 16: Transformation-based Error-dri~en Learning Results in Chat Data
Another observation is that both punctuation and posting length are stable
features for thread starts. For example, if we only use template three (punctuation),
we will get f=39.0244 for training and f=29.3785 for test (Table 16 Row 3). These
training results are closer to the test results. We also have similar results only using
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posting length as our template. We have f=34.2412 for training and f=37.3206 for
test (Table 16 Row 5). Therefore, the posting length feature should be very general.
We also combined the punctuation template and the length template to get
better performance. The results are f=39.4111 for training and f=38.2222 for test
(Table 16 Row 9). If we use Data set 2 as the training set, both our training results
and test results using punctuation and posting length are better than the results using
either of them.
6.3 Summary
There are several advantages to using transformation-based error-driven
learning on chat data. First of all, the system can automatically determine which
pattern is positive and which pattern is negative. Furthermore, it can choose the
optimal logical operator to combine patterns. In addition, the time complexity of
transformation-based error-driven learning is quite good compared to our approach
in Section 5. For a dataset that covers several thousand postings, the learning time is
less than 10 seconds. Moreover, compared to the knowledge engineering approach,
it does not generate huge combination files and so saves other system resources. As
a result, transformation-based error-driven learning will be easy to implement on
new large chat data sets in our future work. Figure. 20 depicts one of the
classification rules automatically learned by transformation-based error-driven
learning. The rule is for thread start identification.
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«««««(Len > 5 OR Punctuation ='1') NOT Len =1) NOT Len =
3) NOT Len =2) OR Punctuation ="") OR Punctuation ='I')
NOT Punctuation ='(') OR Len> 9) NOT Len =1) NOT Len =3)
NOT Punctuation = '=')
Figure 20: Classification Rule Based On Punctuation And Length
7 Conclusion
In this thesis, I have introduced Information Extraction and compared IE to IR
and full text understanding so that the reader can have a clear understanding of IE. I
have also described basic learning methods used in the IE field. Next, I presented
two applications of IE systems. Both applications used a knowledge engineering
approach. After that, I employed transformation-based error-driven learning to
classify postings as thread starts. The results indicate that transformation-based
error-driven learning can be usefully applied in the extraction of information on
thread starts in chat data.
8 Future Work
There is still much research needed to complete this work. For example, we
can use transformation-based error-'driven learning to learn contextual rules for
name recognition in the incident data. Furthermore, the final step in the HDDfIM
Collection Builder uses regular expressions to retrieve features from documents.
Since we want to make the Collection Builder sca~able, we not only need to generate
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contextual rules automatically, but we also need to generate regular expressions
automatically.
Figure 21: Automatic generation ofregular expressions
This work is much more challenging than contextual rule generation because
we don't have templates of regular expressions. Fortunately, we have discovered
that there are strong co-occurrence associations between many attributes. For
example, when recording someone's age, phrases like "in his early twenties" or "in
his late thirties" frequently are used. By studying patterns of phrasal association, we
have discovered links between words such as "in" and "his" or "his" and "twenties".
Figure 21 depicts an example of such feature associations. By letting term
associations of this nature drive template creation, we expect to be able to generate
.regular expression templates fully automatically.
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Appendix Tables
Appendix Tables 1 and 2 are derived from [MUCs]
Evaluation! Named
Tasks Entity
MUC-3
MUC-4
MUC-5
Template Template
Coreference Element Relation
Scenario
Template
YES
YES
YES
Multilingual
YES
MUC-6 YES
MUC-7 YES
MET-I YES
MET-2 YES
YES
YES
YES
YES YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
Appendix Table 1: Tasks Evaluated in MUC-3 through MUC-7
Evaluation! Named Template Template Scenario MultilingualTasks Entity Coreference EI t Relation Templateemen
MUC-3 R<50%P<70%
MUC-4 F<56%
ENF<
MUC-5 53% JNF<64%
EMEF< JMEF<57%
50%
MUC-6 F<97% R<63% F<80% F<57%P<72%
MUC-7 F<94% F<62% F<87% F<76% F<51%
Appendix Table 2: Maximum Results Reported in MUC-3 through MUC-7
Legend of appendix table 2:
R ="Recall"; P ="Precision"; F ="F-Measure with Recall and Precision
Weighted Equally"; E = "English"; C = "Chinese"; J = "Japanese"; S =
"Spanish"; N ="Joint Venture"; ME ="Microelectronics"
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Original Changed Rule Type Parameters
Tag Tag
LNAME FNAME NEXITAG MNAME
NNP LNAME SURROUNDTAG LNAME
LNAME FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG ARRESTED LNAME
LNAME FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG LOCATING LNAME :
NNP FNAME NEXITRIGRAM LNAME
NNS LNAME PREVTAGNEXTBIGRAM FNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG OFFICERS NNP
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG OFFICERS MNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG OFFICERS LNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG OFFICERS NNP
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG OFFICERS MNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG OFFICERS LNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG OFFICER NNP
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG OFFICER MNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG OFFICER LNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG OFFICER NNP
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG OFFICER MNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG OFFICER LNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG ARRESTED NNP
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG ARRESTED MNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG ARRESTED LNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG ARRESTED NNP
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG ARRESTED MNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG ARRESTED LNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG CHARGED NNP
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG CHARGED MNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG CHARGED LNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG CHARGED NNP
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG CHARGED MNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG CHARGED LNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG SPOKESMA .
N NNP
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG SPOKESMA
N MNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG SPOKESMA
N LNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG SPOKESMA
N NNP
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG SPOKESMA
N MNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG SPOKESMA
N LNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG PRESIDENT NNP
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG PRESIDENT MNAME
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NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG PRESIDENT LNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG PRESIDENT NNP
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG PRESIDENT MNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG PRESIDENT LNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG MINISTER "NNP
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG MINISTER MNAME
NNP FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG MINISTER LNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG MINISTER NNP
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG MINISTER MNAME
NN FNAME SURROUNDWDTAG MINISTER LNAME
NNP FNAME NEXTIAG MNAME
FNAME LNAME PREVTAG FNAME
NNP LNAME PREVTAG FNAME
FNAME LNAME PREVTAG MNAME
NNP LNAME PREVBIGRAM FNAME MNAME
NN LNAME PREVBIGRAM" FNAME MNAME
NN LNAME PREVTAGNEXTBIGRAM FNAME
NNP LNAME PREVBIGRAM FNAME LNAME
FNAME LNAME PREVTAG LNAME
LNAME FNAME SURROUNDTAG LNAME
LNAME FNAME SURROUNDTAG LNAME
Appendix Table 3: 59 Contextual rules for name recognition
Patterns
IN(lllSIHERITHEIR)(MIDIL
ATEIEARLY)?(TEENSI
TWENTIESI THIRTIESI ...)
Regular Expressions
'IN'{ALPHANUMSYM}*{WHITESPACE}+('HIS'I'HER'I'THEIR'}{
ALPHANUMSYMj*{WHITESPACEj+(('MIO'I'LATE'I'EARLY'){AL
PHANUMSYM}*{WHITESPACE}+)?{'THIRTIES'I"TWENTIES'I'T
EENS'I(('60'I'SO'I'40'1'30'I'20'I'10'I'20'I'30')("'I"')?'S')}{ALPH
ANUMSYM}*
(ABOUTIAPPROXIMATEL (('ABOUrl'APPROXIMATELY'}{ALPHANUMSYM}*{WHITESPA
Y)?{CD}YEARS(OLDIOF CEj+)?({COJl(ALPHANUMSYM}*){WHITESPACE}t'YEARS'{ALP
AGE) HANUMSYM}*{WHITESPACE}+('OLO'I'OP{ALPHANUMSYM}*{
WHITESPACE}t'AGE'){ALPHANUMSYM}*
{CD}TO{ CD}YEARS(OLD ("BETWEEN'{ALPHANUMSYM}*{WHITESPACE}+)?{CO}{WHITE
JOF AGE) SPACE}+('TO'I'ANO'}{ALPHANUMSYM}*{WHITESPACE}+(CO}{
~---'------- WHITESPACEjt'YEARS'{ALPHANUMSYM}*{WHITESPACE}+('
BETWEEN{CD}AND{CD} OLO'I'OP{ALPHANUMSYMj*{WHITESPACE}+'AGE'}{ALPHAN
YEARS(OLD IOF AGE) UMSYM}*
Appendix Table 4: Patterns and regular expressions for age recognition
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Training (Data set 2) Test (Data set 1)
Precision Recall Function Precision Recall Function
( j3 =1) (j3 =1)
Word only [81.0078] [90.4762] [85.4806] [24.3902] [28.169] [26.1438]
Shared word [42.8571] [81.8182] [56.25] [29.5918] [40.8451] [34.3195]
.only
Punctuation [30.1176] [55.4113] [39.0244] [24.5283] [36.6197] [29.3785]
only
Tag only [32.1429] [66.2338] [43.2815] [16] [5.6338] [8.33333]
Tag with [36.7688] [57.1429] [44.7458] [27.1429] [26.7606] [26.9504]
Name and
Unknown
words
Length only [24.4444] [57.1429] [34.2412] [28.2609] [54.9296] [37.3206]
1,2,3,
1+... 10+
Word and [82.3293] [88.7446] [85.4167] [27.2727] [25.3521] [26.2774]
punctuation
Word and [81.7073] [87.013] [84.2767] [28.5714] [25.3521] [26.8657]
tag
Punctuation [32.1649] [67.5325] [43.5754] [17.8571] [7.04225] [10.101]
and tag
Word, [82.0408] [87.013] [84.4538] [28.5714] [25.3521] [26.8657]
punctuation
and tag
Punctuation [26.6871] [75.3247] [39.4111] [27.9221] [60.5634] [38.2222]
and length
Tag with [40.6557] [53.6797] [46.2687] [26.9841] [23.9437] [25.3731]
Name and
Unknown,
length
Punctuation, [40.8497] [54.1126] [46.5549] [26.9841] [23.9437] [25.3731]
tag with
Name and
Unknown,
length
Shared [59.8592] [73.5931] [66.0194] [24.5614] [19.7183] [21.875]
word,
punctuation,
tag with
Name and
Unknown,
length
Appendix Table 5: Auto-combination result (oveifitting)
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Training Test
Precision Recall Function Precision Recall Function
(f3 =1) (f3 =1)
Word only [80.5714] [92.7632] [86.2385] [14.8148] [20.2532] [17.1123]
Punctuation [33.3333] [59.2105] [42.654] [23.4899] [44.3038] [30.7018]
only
Tag only [37.931] [57.8947] [45.8333] [27.0833] [49.3671] [34.9776]
Word and [84.8684] [84.8684] [84.8684] [16.6667] [20.2532] [18.2857]
punctuation
Word and [84.8684] [84.8684] [84.8684] [16.6667] [20.2532] [18.2857]
tag
Punctuation [36.6534] [60.5263] [45.6576] [25.4777] [50.6329] [33.8983]
and tag
Word, [84.8684] [84.8684] [84.8684] [16.6667] [20.2532] . [18.2857]
punctuation
and tag
Appendix Table 6: Cross-validation
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